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This installation follows a series of other planting 
installations that julie has made such as The Garden 
of the Lost and Forgotten for the opening of the 
new Queen Victoria museum and Art Gallery; The 
Garden of Herstory to celebrate the invisible lives of 
women on Woolmers Estate, and an installation at 
the Royal Tasmanian Botanical Gardens presenting 
the veiling of landscapes and cultures past by 
manicured lawns and European sensibilities.

In all of these projects 
Payne interprets history 
via the methodology of 
words and plantings to 
articulate and critique the 
stories which have been 
the background of the 
culture we now inhabit. 
This cultural history is of 
course heavily inflected 
by the way in which white 
settlers have engaged 
with the Aboriginal 
people of this place 
and the culture they had 
developed prior to the 
arrival of Europeans in 
Tasmania. The fact that 
the Aborigines were 
essentially nomadic at certain times and that they 
seemed to have no real tradition of agriculture was 
in itself evidence of primitivism to Europeans who 
assumed that the development of agriculture was 
a sign of ‘civilisation’. (The fact that most European 
land management practices employed here have 
led to a massive degradation of land in Australia 
over the past 200 years puts this attitude in sharp 

contrast with those of practices of the traditional 
custodians). 

Mr Peacock’s Garden refers to the previous use of 
this site as a depot for apple storage when apples 
were a significant component of the early colonial 
economy linking with the concept of garden through 
the products of early agricultural efforts.

What must the Indigenous people have made of 
the transformation of the 
landscape in those early 
years. What strange 
plants appeared? What 
was the meaning of 
the alteration of these 
places where the white 
man settled? What at 
first must have excited 
curiosity also inspired 
fear. This place they 
walked so lightly upon 
was being permanently 
and irrevocably undone. 
That bush they had cared 
for, burned to regenerate 
and seasonally visited, 
was cut off from them 
and made alien. more 

importantly, it was closed off altogether by hedges, 
fences, stone walls and reinforced by the gun.

The circular form of Julie’s construction signifies 
timelessness, continuity – no beginning and no 
end. Encounter it at any point and there is a word, 
leading to another, and another. All leading to 
contemplation of the potential meanings to be 
derived. This is a memory reflection, a quiet, 

reflective state is induced by this pure form and 
the words spelled out by the plants around its rim. 
Stay and reflect, walk around it, consider the past 
and try to understand the ‘veiling’ of this place. 
A curtain has been drawn down over it, only the 
memory of it remains. It can never be what it was 
yet its ghost is here, somewhere under and behind 
all that has been imposed upon this site.

Seán Kelly

Mr Peacock’s Garden was opened by Seán Kelly on 
21 march 2014 
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Kelly’s Garden Curated Projects is an initiative of 
the Salamanca Arts Centre and made possible 
through the generosity of Aspect Design and 
fundraising from SAC’s supporters at Quiz Night. 
julie Payne would like to thank the Royal Tasmanian 
Botanical Gardens for their generous donation of 
time and expertise.

This project was assisted through Arts Tasmania by 
the minister for the Arts.
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BIOGRapHy – JULIe payne
Julie Payne has exhibited nationally in the fields 
of sculpture and drawing, and has lectured in 
Sculpture, Architecture and Furniture Design. In her 
arts practice, Julie utilises living text to tell stories 
of place. She is a Director of Circa morris-Nunn 
Architects, an architectural practice of national 
standing that has designed and brought to reality 
some of Australia’s most awarded projects. 
landscape commissions have included The Garden 
of the Lost and Forgotten for the opening of the 
new Queen Victoria museum and Art Gallery; The 
Garden of Herstory to celebrate the invisible lives 
of women on Woolmers Estate for Tasmania’s Ten 
Days on the Island Arts Festival, and an installation 
at the Royal Tasmanian Botanic Gardens presenting 
the veiling of landscapes and cultures past by 
manicured lawns and European sensibilities. Other 
sculptural and drawing projects are ongoing and 
she has been shortlisted for many prestigious arts 
prizes nationwide, along with solo shows and 
collaborative works.

The rigorous structure and controlled plantings 
of julie Payne’s artworks bring to mind a 
predominantly Western European approach to the 
creation of gardens, tight hedgerows, parterres, lush 
heavily-tended lawns and sophisticated patterning 
and design. At the time of British settlement the tight 
design control and constant manicuring required 
of formal gardens was giving way to a more 
natural style of garden but formality persisted in 
the gardens immediately surrounding the houses 
of the nobility, often conceived to respond to the 
architectural form of the house. The metaphorical 
significance of this rigorous control is significant. It 
reflects the desire of humans to subordinate the 
wild to their will, to exercise and demonstrate the 
degree of control which could be exerted over a 
wild and apparently formless nature.

It is in Australia that we see the English Garden in 
a new light. Here it forms a bulwark against the 
bush which visibly threatens it on all sides, just as 
the wildness of the Tasmanian landscape and the 
Aboriginal people who inhabited it remained a 
constant threat to order, peace and the rule of 
law. The establishment of Botanic gardens in all 
major cities of Australia re-affirmed these values, 
setting the garden apart, isolating it as an island 
of tranquillity and a place to behold wonders. 
Gardens are synonymous therefore with culture 
and are a demonstration of cultural attainment. 
They also of course are islands of nostalgia, 
reminding the new settlers of home and the regular, 
predictable normalities of the culture they had left 
behind. (It is significant that the Royal Tasmanian 
Botanical Gardens have provided the space and 
facilities for julie to create this work).

Mr Peacock’s Garden 

julie Payne’s is a highly considered practice. 
Although more recently it includes exquisite serial 
sets of drawings, (many botanical), this installation, 
Mr Peacock’s Garden derives from and is part of 
her better known public works which have involved 
gardens and particular plantings and installations 
in specific sites.

Gardens are central to most cultures of course but 
the ornamental garden is the form which derives 
from and defines specific cultures, their particular 
tastes, the social status and beliefs of those who 
create them, and the temperament and character of 
the community and the individuals who create them. 
As a means of interrogating or articulating histories 
the creation of a garden can be an invaluable tool. 
The form has a resonance and familiarity and the 
function is adaptable to the transmission of ideas 
and information on a number of levels.


